
 

Important Dates For Your Diary 

August 

9th  Aust Mathematics Comp Yrs 3-6 
13th  Melbourne Museum – 5 A B C Yr 5 
14th  Melbourne Museum – 5 D E C Yr 5 
14th  ICAS Mathematics Exam Entrants 
15th  Maths Olympiad  
16th  RSPCA Excursion – Prep A B D (A-L) Prep 
17th  District Winter Sports Round Robin Yr 6 
17th  Level 2 Late Night at School  Yr 2 
21st  SMART8  Yrs 3-6 
22nd  VSSS Choir Town Hall Members 
23rd  RSPCA Excursion – Prep C E D (K-Z) Prep 
24th  Fathers Day Stall for Year 6 students Yr 6 
27th  Year 6 Camp – 5 Day Camp – 31st  Yr 6 
28th  Regional Debating Day Debating Club 
29th  Fathers Day Stall  
30th  Fathers Day Stall  
31st  Fathers Day Stall  
 

September 

4th  SMART8  Yrs 3-6 
6th  Radio Committee Excursion Members 
6th  Late Night at School Yr 1 
7th  Yr 3 Sleepover Yr 3 
7th  Basketball Yr 6 
11th  SMART8  Yrs 3-6 
11th  2019 Prep Transition First Session 2019 
12th  Maths Olympiad  
13th  Prep Late Night at School Preps 
13th  Vic State School Spectacular - Hisense VSSSMass 
14th  Vic State School Spectacular - Hisense VSSSMass 
21st  Last Day of Term 3  
 Early Dismissal at 2:30 pm  

 

October 

8th First Day of Term 4  

 

 

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 

 

Dear Members of the Glen Waverley Primary School 
Community, 
 
I trust this fortnight’s newsletter finds you and all of the 
members of your family well. As usual we have so many 
exciting things to share in our newsletter.  
 

Congratulations to Mrs Hunter 
Throughout last week we held a variety of celebrations 
in order to acknowledge and celebrate Mrs Debbie 
Hunter’s 35 years as a teacher! 35 years is a long time 
and to do so in the one profession is a true credit to Mrs 
Hunter as she is not only an amazing teacher, but a true 
professional who is respected by her peers and much 
loved by the children she has taught and currently 
teachers. On behalf of our school community, well done 
and congratulations Debbie! 
 

UNIFORM SHOP 
 

Situated in the West Wing on the School Grounds 

Open Monday between 3.00 – 4.30 pm 

Wednesday between 8:15 – 9:30 

Closed Public Holidays and School Holidays 

Orders may be left with the office 

 

SCHOOL LUNCH ORDERS 
 

Lunch orders are available from our service provider Balance Living 

Catering five days a week. 

Ordering is done through an online service, details of which are 

available on our website or visit 

http://www.balancedlivingcatering.com.au/ 

school-lunch-ordering.html 
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New gymnasium Update 
As you would be aware, the build up of 
excitement and anticipation has been palpable 
over the last few weeks as we all waited for the 
“green light” to commence using new 
gymnasium (gym). Moreover, wow, what an 
amazing new facility our school and local 
community now have! Over the last week or so 
we have used it for physical education classes, 
sport classes, sport incursions, whole school 
assemblies, before and after school care and 
information evenings. Once again, we are all 
extremely proud to be provided with such an 
amazing facility and look forward to using it for 
many, many years to come.  

 

Internally the facility is complete however we are working towards the following external elements  
being completed shortly: 

 New fencing along the back of the gymnasium 

 New gate in between the gym and Block B 

 New gates and fencing at the back of the school 

 An additional pedestrian gate near the gym, hence alleviating families the need to cross Brent St and  

 Landscaping at the back of the gym   
 
I look forward to sharing the progress of these works in subsequent newsletters. 
 

 

Out of School Hours Care and Music Rooms Update 
The “old hall” is currently in the process of being converted into the Out of School Hours Care and Music rooms. To date the 
builders have erected the separating wall and have ordered the new cabinets, windows and doors. It is my hope that this will 
be completed by the end of this month. Included are photographs of the work thus far.  
 
Use of High Street Road  
Last week our school received a very disturbing email from a motorist who was travelling along High Street Road and almost 
collided with a vehicle that had stopped outside our school in order for the children to exit and make their way to class. 
Naturally this is very dangerous behaviour and something that should not be undertaken under any circumstance.  

 

Access Ramp 
Over the last few days our school has had an access ramp 
built outside the main entrance in order to enable easier 
access to all members of our school community and visitors. 
The ramp certainly is quite impressive and another fabulous 
asset for our school for many years to come.   
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Fortnite Online Game 
Another issue that has become apparent is the online game “Fortnite” It appears that most of the children are 
playing this game however one family has decided to ban it as it has had a detrimental impact on their child. I have 
researched this game and found the following information which I think is pertinent to share:   
 
What is Fortnite and does the video game have an age rating certificate? 
Fortnite is an online video game set in a dystopian world where 98% of Earth's population suddenly disappears, living 
conditions become difficult, and zombie-like creatures roam the Earth - the player is among the remaining 2% whose 
job it is to survive. 
After the apocalypse, "survivor bases" were set-up and each player is in charge of looking after these bases before 
trying to find a way to return Earth to normal. 
Fortnite also includes a mode called Battle Royale, in which 100 online players are put in a battlefield to fight until 
death until one player remains. 
The video game welcomes players aged 12 and above. 
 
How many children play Fortnite and what are parents' concerns? 
While there is no exact figure on how many children play Fortnite, the game has so far pulled in an audience of over 
3.4 million players. 
Many parents are concerned about the harmful effects that the long playing durations, and violent content is having 
on their children. 
A thread on forum site Reddit summed up concerns, with one parent saying that while the game "promotes strategic 
thinking and cooperation," their child has started to "slam doors when he used to be pretty laid back." 
A poll hosted from This Morning asked if parents are worried about the effect the game Fortnite has on their children 
and 59% voted no as opposed to 41% who said yes. 
The game has also experienced problems with hacking, with gamers finding fraudsters have been able to make 
payments using their details. 
 
As an educationalist (and parent) I do have some concerns with primary aged children playing such a game for 
instance: 

 The violent nature of the game (the game is rated 12+) 

 The notion that you have to “battle” and be the survivor 

 The potential risk to children’s development as a result of being exposed to violence and addiction to playing 
online games  

 The fact that there are additional costs involved as you progress through the game and 

 Due to the addictive nature of this game, the impact it has on the children’s friendships and peer group 
pressure. 

 
Parents, may I take this opportunity to ask you to reflect on whether this game is suitable for your children and if you 
share my concerns, consider banning your child(ren) from playing it. As a school, we are yet to be made aware of 
issues which have arisen from playing this game, I trust this will continue to be the case.  
 
Every Day Counts Initiative   
As communicated extensively, as of the beginning of this term the “Every Day Counts” initiative is being 
implemented in all schools throughout Victoria, which essentially involves: 

1. The importance of children attending school every day  
2. Ensuring our school is notified of all absences (in advance or on the day) and 
3. If our school is not advised, then we must contact families. 

Thank you to the numerous families who have notified our school when their child is absent and may I encourage 
everyone to continue to do so. Our communication package, Compass, will send parents an email if a child is not 
accounted for, however as the costs associated with doing so are quite extensive it would be wonderful if our school 
did not have the need to do so.  
 As always, if you have any queries pertaining to this initiative or accessing Compass, please see Jenny, Kylie or Julie 
in the main office.  
 

https://www.reddit.com/r/FortNiteBR/comments/7jcryl/would_you_allow_your_10_year_old_kid_to_play/
http://www.itv.com/thismorning/hot-topics/is-the-game-fortnite-endangering-our-children
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Council of International Schools (CIS) Conference 
As mentioned in the previous newsletter, Ms. Krsteska, Mrs Garzberg-Grant, Mrs Tomecek, Mr Edwards and I 
attended this year’s CIS conference recently which was once again, exceptionally thought provoking. Mrs 
Garzberg – Grant has written the following reflection:  

 
John Edwards, Hidden Power of alignment, schools that thrive 

John Edwards discussed the power of alignment in teacher self-efficacy to ensure learners have a meaningful 
education which is purposeful for growth, valuable for self and ensures improved outcomes for all. His notion of 
the importance of ‘marking’ work at home vs. marking work while conferring with a learner connects to our 
current work with Luke Mandoit on our journey of building effective feedforward. Aligning with our whole school 
philosophy ‘Everything we do is based on research and a whole school approach,’ John further initiated the 
importance of ‘Practical competence and professional artistry,’ and discussed the importance of a trial and 
research prior to whole school implementation. He stated that the commitment of energy must be that of those 
as the core of unique school personalities who know their context to a deep level.  

What this means for GWPS: This connects to our CIS recommendation which states ‘To better understand what 
constitutes quality learning at GWPS before framing this into a clearly articulated vision.’ We are the knowledge 
holders of our context, what works for us and why we follow the whole school approaches we do, why they work 
but most importantly ‘how.’ A clear pedagogy will assist this and is a large component of our next body of work.  

Professor Peter Hoj: Global Education in the 21st Century: 

Prof. Peter Hoj brought a tertiary lens to intercultural education and instilled a certainty that the learners must 
have an intercultural mindset as their futures will be far different from the ones they are today. I feel we at 
GWPS strongly create the emotive connection he feels so important, that our learners feel they are at a ‘Home 
away from home’ providing stimulation satisfaction. He discussed that we must build a mindset that learning is 
never completed, to maintain curiosity and a humbleness of knowledge to build curiosity, collaboration and the 
confidence to debate to set students up for success in future job situations. The discussed the notion of ‘growing 
conditions’ and that staff are required to be set up for success so that the teaching and learning could be resilient 
and adaptive in the face of our ever changing world. 

What this means for GWPS: Peter sparked thinking about the notion of setting both teacher and learner up for 
success so that we do not sell our students short of what is needed for the future. This would be effective as part 
of our whole school pedagogy but also in our planning of the teaching and learning in all areas of the curriculum. 
We need to think ‘outside the box’ and make plans for an education that is not only curriculum and culturally rich 
but also relevant to our ever changing world. This starts with our staff and feeds through to our learners.  

Professor Lyn English: STEM Education, Perspectives, Controversies and Learning Innovation. 

Prof. Lyn English discussed that STEM provides learners with the necessary problem solving, creative and critical 
thinking skills which lead to leadership, communication, adaptability and entrepreneurship. The transferable 
skills taught through STEM integrate through Maths, Science and Engineering while cutting through other areas. 
She displayed a ‘design process’ which connected to our current whole school mindset – the growth mindset and 
discusses that mistakes are what get you to a presented solution as a journey of learning and refinement. Lyn 
also discussed how she uses world issues to connect her learners to STEM through several learning tasks which 
encourages computational thinking and problem solving.  

What this means for GWPS: On our current journey of refining Inquiry across the school, STEAM (Inclusive of our 
arts program) will be necessary to include in our scope and sequence as a necessary inclusion which provides 
sufficient entry levels, providing enough challenges, opportunities for sharing and discovery, identifying learnt 
concepts, inclusive of identifying the transferable skills used to be successful and an identification of why these 
skills are vital for the critical thinking, problem solving and creativity for the future, inclusive of a global and 
intercultural lens.  
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Council of International Schools (CIS) Conference 
Mrs Garzberg – Grant’s Reflection Cont’d 
 
Lara Carton- Social Innovation and its importance in International Education – Providing skills for future leaders.  
Lara spoke about the employability of our current school aged children. Evidence showed that a child who is 
currently fifteen years old will have seventeen different jobs over five years waiting for that full time position in 
what’s called the ‘New Work Reality.’  Students were more employable if they had adaptive enterprising skills  which 
would be used across different disciplines to increase their employability opportunities. These skills build students to 
be more adaptive: 

- A problem solving mindset 

- Negotiation and teamwork 

- Critical thinking and analysis 

- Interaction skills and customer orientation  

- Self-motivation and Prioritising 

- Digital competencies. 

By engaging with communities to address entrenched social issues, learners would adapt to become more 
motivated, justice driven, ethical and diverse in their approaches by working collaborative in their team to create a 
design for improvement.  
 
What this means for GWPS: At GWPS, we can link our Inquiry to social and community needs, building collaborative 
problem solving to begin entrancing adaptive enterprising skills to set our learners up for the future.  

 
Neal Cotter –Global Education Through Service and Community Engagement 
Neale was an inspiring and passionate leader of Global Empathy in his current school. He built languages in a 
purposeful way, discussing the importance of immersing the students in the culture of social issues with learners 
identifying the need to connect those in need to literature which would build their academic capacity to reach high 
school to better their education. Data after four years demonstrated impact of this one project with learners who 
are continuing this journey of global social change, providing the village students with greater educational 
opportunities to increase liveability. This was extremely humbling.  
 
What this means for GWPS: This for us would take us on a more powerful and passionate journey to build global 
change agents within our learners for the future. The overall impact would be seen if students continued on this 
journey of self-efficacy within a cause. We would be looking at building our P-6 journey of global compassion and 
understanding by entering global citizenship to a deep level with lifelong impact for the learners and communities 
involved. 

 
Asher Mortel – Students taking action 
Asher shared the journey of the impact of teaching (eco-warrior). Discussing a teacher that was passionate about a 
cause and included her in a documentary which ‘hooked’ her in to environmental sustainability and wanting to do 
more for a cause. She shared the journey from a learner lens which was captivating to really see that impact and 
greatly connected to Neal Cotter’s presentation. Asher was able to identify a social issue and took her learning 
beyond the classroom walls and the model that had been demonstrated to her of the libraries, taking to develop and 
build a high school which she felt the village needed greatly. She advocated and dealt with large private and 
government organisations, using fortitude to create that difference in the world. Her passion shone through as a 
true change agent – and reiterated that teachers have the power to build this in their learners.  
 
What this means for GWPS: Our Inquiry units with scaffolded units from P-6 could encourage our learners to find an 
issue, design an approach and work collaboratively to reach a shift in our local or global community. We need to 
build our learners to have the confidence to build pitch and get people on board for ongoing action – to see 
something and be that change.  
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Council of International Schools (CIS) Conference 
Mrs Garzberg – Grant’s Reflection Cont’d 

 
Gen(in) Innovative and Entrepreneur mindset 
This session discussed a program where students had to identify an uncomfortable problem and collaborate with others to 
identify skills they might need to problem solve using critical thinking. Throughout the program learners get taught 
entrepreneur skills to set them up for success and have mentors to inspire learners to go deeper in their thinking. This 
complimented the rigour required for STEAM to be successful, in particular the area of Engineering. This program has three 
years of Gov’t funding and connected to Professor Peter Hoj’s ‘Idea Hub.’ 
 
What this means for GWPS: This prompted thinking surrounding adding rigour to our Science units, building the rigour 
collaboratively rather than individually, linking with engineering to add impact with the teaching of critical thinking and 
problem solving skills. We could also utilise our alumni to be inspirers and mentors.  

 
Dr. Florence Boulard-  Internationally Young Minded Young Explorers of the Tropics 
Florence prompted thinking by asking the question ‘What exposure are we giving our learners about different contexts 
around the world?’ and stated that we shouldn’t deny learners accessibility to the wider world. She identified the Australian 
Curriculum Priorities: 
- Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders 

- Asia and the Pacifics 

- Sustainability 

She prompted thinking by asking participants to map the pacific on a blank piece of paper and share that if we couldn’t do 
so, then there is a large gap in our own understanding and the necessity to raise awareness for all stakeholders by identifying 
specific issues within this area to educate our future leaders about.  
 
What this means for GWPS: A deep consideration for the pacifics as part of our planned Inquiry curriculum to extend global 
citizenship to the wider world, making our close neighbours part of our learner’s footprint as global seekers and problem 
solvers. It’s important to note that it’s not just the Asian component we need to consider, the pacifics are important as well.  
 
Thank you to Mrs Garzberg – Grant for providing the very deep reflective piece. 
Naturally it is a real privilege to be able to attend such a thought provoking conference and I look forward to implementing 
some of our new learning in the near future.  

 
2019 Enrolments  
I would like to remind families with children who will be beginning school in 2019 that we are taking enrolments now and 
that they are also closing rapidly as we only have a very small number of positions available. I strongly encourage you to 
ensure you return your child’s enrolment form to Jenny, Kylie or Julie in the main office as soon as possible.  
 
We also ask that members of our school community assist us by informing any of their neighbours of the enrolment 
procedures and direct them to the office to collect an enrolment form or our school website – www.glenps.vic.edu.au  
School tours are available every Tuesday morning commencing at 9:30 and also upon request.  Please call the school on 
9802 9938 to book a tour. 

 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WHO RECEIVED A PRINCIPAL’S AWARD RECENTLY:  
Prep A 

 Oscar for drawing so many Dojo pictures  

 Ranuga for being a fantastic friend  

 Sarah for drawing a very elaborate picture for my office 
Prep B 

 Izzy, Claire, Evni, Tehra and Liz for making amazing progress with their spelling  

 Senula and Hirun for drawing amazing pictures 
Prep E 

 Aanya, Aishwarya, Manulthi and Ravindra for making outstanding progress with their learning 
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WHO RECEIVED A 
PRINCIPAL’S AWARD RECENTLY: 
 
1A 

 Thinushi for completing an elaborate home learning task which 
separated various food items  

 Thari for writing a beautiful letter about our school  
1B 

 Bhanuka and Ruhain for making excellent progress with their 
learning of maths in particualr understanding of money 

 Adam, Logan, Gargi and Vikas for great organization of the 
features within a procedure that clearly enables the reader to 
make delicious jelly 

1C 

 Fin and Blake for completing outstanding learning about how cows 
provide milk which is then used to produce various foods  

1E 

 Elisha for receiving a certificate from the Paul Sadler Swimland 
centre as she progresses throughout the swimming curriculum    

 Seyara, Damsara, Deneth, Raavi, Ranveer and Saumya for being 
fantastic friends 
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2B 

 Owen for drawing a vast array of Dojo pictures  

 Raywin and Arush for being amazing friends 
2D 

 Harsha for making an array of God’s eyes at home and for also 
teaching his older brother how to do so  

 Ria for her very generous offering of asking to tie a Rakhi on me – 
what an amazing honour that was!  

 Harsha for being a very supportive friend   
2E 

 Thesan for making outstanding progress with his spelling  

 Lehara for being a wonderful and very supportive friend 

 
4A 

 Neil for competing in his very first 10km race and completing the 
distance in 68 minutes. Neil has run numerous 5km events 
however this time he decided to join his dad in the 10km event. 
Naturally his family and our school community are very proud of 
Neil as this is a wonderful achievement!  

4C 

 Sarath for making an array of God’s eyes at home 
4D  

 Akein for writing a very comprehensive recount about 
experiencing a 4D movie as featured in the Kids Corner section of 
our newsletter 

 
5B 

 Behrad for drawing a fabulous array of Sonic the Hedgehog 
pictures 

 
Frank Catalano 
Principal 
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The “Kids’ Corner” section of our school newsletter provides the opportunity 

 for the children to showcase their talents or communicate something special   

 

The Kids Corner section of this fortnight’s newsletter has 

been written by Akein (Year 4) 

 

 

My holiday was good until we went to Village Cinemas to watch a movie. After the 

movie it became amazing! Here’s why. 

 

It wasn’t any old movie, though. Have you ever heard of 3D? Well, there’s a new 

revolution in town and its called 4DX! It sounds quite intimidating, as a matter of fact 

and we don’t know what caused us to find out what 4DX was but we ended up 

going to the cinema. We were going to Village cinemas conveniently located in 

Glen Waverley. It turns out the Glen Waverley Village Cinema was the only one in 

Australia that has 4DX!  

 

4DX was basically focused on one concept which was cleverly stated as “Feel The 

Film”. With some gadgets they recreated the film and you can feel it. Such as, if 

someone was getting punched in the movie the chair would jerk forward. It also had 

lightning, smoke, water, smells and many more to entertain all of our 5 senses. 

 

I had been anticipating this event for ages ever since we booked it, and it was finally 

here! We ate dinner and went there at 6:30 pm which was when my movie started. 

We were watching Ant Man and the Wasp which was widely known for its cutthroat 

humour and its leaving-the-watcher-hanging sequence of events. Because my 

friends told me that there were a few “jump scares” in the movie. I was nervous. Not 

just because they were jump scares but because we were seeing them in 4D.  

 

Fortunately, I was not watching it alone.  

 

I was going to be watching it with my friends and family, we were all hyped. Holding 

our popcorn tightly we made our way to cinema seven.  

 

We went and sat inside exhilarated for the movie. 

 

After the movie, we went outside awestruck. There were so many cool gadgets, and 

even a switch that could turn the water off and on. All of the settings were right at my 

fingertips! It was amazing. My eyes were busy cooling off because they just had a 

visual feast. 

 

Ant Man was hilarious and cool, as I learnt about the quantum realm and physics. I 

would recommend this and rate this 5 out of 5 stars! It is a “must watch” movie! 

 

 

Ant Man and the Wasp in 4DX!!! 



 

Happy Birthday to the following students who celebrate their 

special day during the first half of August:  
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Prep A: Ruby and Esandi 
Prep B: Diyon 
Prep D: Hansiga 
Prep E: Senaya, Mohamed, Lithika and Isaac 

1A: Abdullah, Dilu and Arena 
1E: Raavi and Ranveer 

2A: Aditi 
2B: Aviv and Akshay 
2E: Helen 

 

3A: Zixin and Japneet 
3B: Ryley 
3C: Okith 
3D: Samyukta 
3E: Shaurya and Sayu 

 

4B: Oscar 
4C: Rishan and Peter  
4D: Aiden 

 

5B: Aiden, Ansh and 
Heath 
5D: Keisha 
5E: Matheesha 
 

6A: Alicia, Sofia and Yolanda 
6C: Varun 
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The Green Boxes Under My News are Very Important! 
 
We would like to take this opportunity to remind families how important it is to access Compass on a daily basis and to 
always check what the “Green Boxes” directly under “My News” are asking you to do.   
 
What is ‘Event Consent/Payment Required’? 
We now place all Excursions and Incursions on Compass under this payment type.  When an excursion is first posted you will 
receive an email advising you that it is available to view and pay on Compass.    
 
What is ‘Course Confirmation/School Payments’? 
Payments for activities that are not compulsory appear under this payment type ie ICAS (which is placed  on everyone’s 
newsfeed so they can make the choice to participate or not) Robotics and Mandarin (which will only appear once you have 
expressed an interest to participate). 
 
The Compass system also allows the school to place activities and agreements that require permission, but no payment 
under ‘Course Confirmation’.   In previous years we have sent home letters requesting parents to give permission for :-  

 Their child to attend School Based Excursions 

 Their child’s photo to be used in newsletters, media extra, and 

 Acknowledgement of the Education Department’s ‘Private Property Policy’. 
 
These Parent Agreements have now been placed on Compass in an electronic format.  The beauty of using this system is that 
all staff are able to access the information whenever they need to – being able to check in real time saving time and paper  
Please ensure that you have completed these Agreements for the 2018 year. 
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